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What is The Red Pill (Overview)
1100010

Redpill/$Mtrx coin - A community owned frictionless yielding crypto
currency, with a passionate team; inspired by a film that defined a
generation.

The team understands that trading “meme coins” can be as dangerous as
avoiding agents in the Matrix. We aim to develop a strong relationship
with our community based on trust and transparency.

To highlight this commitment our lead developer will reveal his
identity at 1000 telegram users.

We believe that a cryptocurrency with strong tokenomics, based on
films with cultural significance that echo cryptocurrency’s ethos, we
can become a force among “meme coins”.

“I'm trying to free your mind, Neo. But I can only show you the door. You're the
one that has to walk through it.”

-Morpheus
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Tokenomics
1100010

Token supply of 100,000,000,000,000 ensuring enough $MTRX was minted
to meet future demand as it scales with 50% of the supply burnt.

5% yield on each transaction is shared between all holders, encourages
holding to benefit from the tokens that accumulate from transactions
on the blockchain.

5% is added to the liquidity pool with each transaction ensuring the
liquidity and reducing the price impact of large transactions as the
crypto currency scales in size.

Ownership of the coin is renounced. No further changes to the smart
contract can be made, no further tokens can be minted, neither can the
code be exploited.

Liquidity pool tokens are burnt, ensuring the project is unruggable, &
showing the long term commitment of the team to the development of the
project.

3% Marketing Wallet, This wallet will accumulate tokens as the crypto
scales(5% yield) & will be utilised to market the coin.
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Path to Zion (Roadmap)
1100010

Launch Week

● Develop a strong community
● Application for Blockfolio / CoinGecko / Coinmarketcap
● Competitions and Meme contests
● Finalise deal with an established marketing team on a strong

campaign utilsing influencers on youtube, tik tok, twitter etc.
● Develop social media presence on twitter - 200 Followers +

Giveaway
● Dox Dev - reveal identity of Dev at 1000 telegram users
● Open charity wallet and start fundraising campaign for a charity

of the community’s choosing

May
● Audit of code
● Further marketing push utilising influencers and targeted ads.
● Expand community, discord, medium.
● Continue competitions and community engagement.
● Begin exploring partnerships with new coins.
● Develop further marketing plans and roadmap.

June/July
● Listing on coinmarketcap and coingecko (possibly May)
● Listing on exchanges, whitebit etc

More to follow
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Future Plans
1100010

While our focus is on developing strategic partnerships that will
enhance our reach and create further trust in $MTRX. We believe $MTRX
is only as strong as the community we build.

We will always welcome ideas and contributions from the community on
the future of Redpill/$MTRX.

We have our own ideas as a team, after all the Matrix was reloaded.

Red pill or blue pill you choose, find out how deep the rabbit hole
goes…

I'm going to show them a world without you. A world without rules or controls,
borders or boundaries. A world where anything is possible. Where we go from

there is a choice I leave to you.
-Neo


